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1.ABSTRACT
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The BCG prediction market will allow participants to invest information during their free time to predict 
the outcome and the corresponding probability for future events by using blockchain decentralization 
and smart contract technology. This information can aggregate to form a powerful predictive force that 
facilitates the sharing of collective intelligence around the world. We believe that the BCG prediction 
market will bring huge reforms to the finance, information, agriculture, sports, insurance, security and 
lottery industries in the future.

Unlike some empty blockchain projects, we have already launched some products based on predictive 

markets which include a game website BC.Game, an instant chat software Fastgram, a wallet 

application and a currency exchange. Pragmatism represents the gene of our team. We believe that 

our constant efforts will make the BCG prediction market become a dark horse in the blockchain 

industry in 2018. 

Predictive markets, also known as “information markets”, 
“opinion markets” and “event markets,” create a market 
forecast to predict the future via the participants’ contracting 
probability of trading certain events. 

Its operation principle is very similar to the stock market. In both markets there are trading stocks, 
each one of them with different prices. Traders have their expected valuations for securities, and in 
accordance they buy and sell these securities through the market platform. Concurrently, the expected 
valuation will change with the occurrence of various events K, causing the securities’ price to change 
over time. 
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2.BACKGROUND 
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The forecast market is essentially a vehicle for gathering information on expected results. This is 
equivalent to providing a platform for those who have special information in the market and wish to 
express their opinions. Predictive markets usually design themselves as a series of shares for future 
events. Each outcome has its own probability of occurrence. The sum of the probabilities of all results is 
equal to 100%. The probability of a result represents the transaction price of the result on the market. If 
there are disagreements, people will buy and sell shares following predictable patterns. The former will 
generate a prediction of the future outcome of the particular event. 

Working mechanism of prediction 
market 

BCG is not the first project to proposed market forecasting. In fact, the reader may have already 
encountered prediction market outcomes. As early as 2005, Google have already started using the largest 
company’s internal market forecasting. Google encourages its employees to bet on the company’s 
internal forecasting market, and use forecasted market performance to predict future events. Plenty 
of Google decisions, from product release to the opening of a new office, have been made from the 
company’s internal forecasting market. 

Prediction markets are also called 
information markets, decision 
markets and idea futures. In fact, its 
operation principle is very similar to 
the stock market. In both markets 
there are “stocks” that are traded, 
and these “stocks” have their own 
different prices. Traders have their 
respective expected valuations on 
different securities’ value, so people 
buy and sell these securities through 
the market platform. At the same time, 
the expected valuation will change 
with the occurrence of various events, 
so the price of securities will change 
over time.

2.1
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Which team will win the championship of NBA final in 2018? 

Houston Rockets team (the price is 0.60 yuan) = 60% winning probability 
Boston Celtics team (the price is ￥0.40)=40% winning probability 
(A) + (B) = 1.00 yuan (100% probability) 

Examples of these include: which team will win the championship of the NBA final in 2018? The shares 
will be divided into the predefined results (E.g.: Houston Rockets team, Boston Celtics team, etc.) and the 
shares will be set at a price of 1 yuan. The share price of each result reflects its probability of occurrence. 
As long as participants believe that they possess unique information about this event, they will have the 
confidence and motivation to buy the share for this particular event outcome. This action will update the 
information collected by the prediction market. Once the final result is obtained, the wining share can 
be cashed for 1 yuan income while the failed share becomes worthless. Purchasers of the wining shares 
will get and income or around 1-0.6 yuan per share. 

If the company’s share price represents the expected valuation price in the future on the stock market, 

the prediction market represents the prices of the expected results of the future events. 

2.1
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Most economists are very passionate about prediction markets, and related information about the 
forecast of future events is usually scattered. Given the fact that prediction markets provide a platform, 
each participant can obtain income by using their relevant knowledge, creating a gathering information 
mechanism. Under an appropriate economic model, the market price of the stock can be interpreted as 
the probability of the eventual outcome, although the actual forecast market will still be biased. There 
is evidence that prediction markets are more accurate than other forecasting methods such as voting 
surveys and expert forums. 
 

Power of prediction market 

2.2
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The following is a good example of a prediction market. Prior to the 2008 American presidential election, 
the Lowa electronic market allowed the public to purchase shares to predict whether Obama or McCain 
would win the final election. As shown in the chart below, Obama’s price appears as a solid line and 
McCain´s is represented as a dotted line. As you can see, with the launch of the election campaign, 
people’s confidence in who would eventually win fluctuated, but on the day before the election, the 
probability of Obama’s being elected reached 90%. The market’s outcomes were accurately predicted 
before the final vote.

2.2

However, predictive markets still face many uncertainties and obstacles regarding regulatory compliance. 

Before Intrade was closed due to regulation compliance in 2013, it was the most popular online prediction 

market in America. It was a huge disappointment for many economists who felt that a very valuable 

social tool for future forecast was lost. 
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The BCG project reconstructs the prediction market by using the blockchain bottom technologies such 
as distributed network, cryptography, smart contracts and Token pass. The BCG project revitalizes the 
predicting market adjusting it to the blockchain era. Given the blockchain technology decentralized 
properties and the non-destructive nature of data, no interest-related group can take over the forecast 
market, which is sufficient to demonstrate its fairness, openness, and transparency. At the same time, 
users do not need to worry about the credit issues of the prediction market because the trusted objects 
has changed from the traditional centralized organization to the blockchain smart contract. Finally, 
the Token reward mechanism for blockchain innovation circumvents traditional financial supervision, 
facilitates global financial and data circulation, and brings more subscribers and larger transaction sizes 
for the BCG’s forecasting market. Finally, the innovative Token reward mechanism of the blockchain 
avoids the traditional finance supervision, drives global finance and data circulation, and brings more 
users and a larger trade scale to BCG’s prediction market. 

Blockchain overrides prediction 
market 

The traditional centralized prediction market cannot guarantee fairness and transparence, since it can 
be easily manipulated and controlled by interest-related groups. In such circumstances no trust can be 
established between the platform and its participants. Additionally, the centralized servers frequently 
lead to some security problems, causing disclosure of accounts and information that can lead to huge 
asset losses. It is difficult for traditional forecasting markets to globalize information flow and payment 
transactions.

2.3 



Our mission

Our mission is to build a predictive market that is globally accessible so that valuable information can 
flow freely. The BCG prediction market can make the world become more efficient and information 
richer. The prediction market and oracle (information arbitration) will become the bridge between the 
blockchain network and real world, outputting more valuable authoritative information. 

The BCG prediction market aims to establish a global and open prediction market platform based on 
blockchain technology. In this platform anyone can create its own prediction, propose questions to the 
community, and reward participants who come to answer such question correctly. Through the market 
actions, effective information providers gain higher economic incentives to achieve efficient intelligence 
sharing and information flow. 

If bitcoin founder Nakamoto Suzuki pioneered the era of blockchain, and Vitalik Buterin, the founder 

of Ethereum, made smart contracts a reality, then BCG will start the predictive market era by using 

blockchain and smart contract technology. 

 

2.4
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3.TECHNICAL 
PLAN

BCG does not possess a central server, is the world’s first 
predictive market using the blockchain smart contract as 
the prediction engine in the world. Its architecture is fully 
decentralized, and realizes the prediction-is-chain and 
chain-is-prediction. 
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BCG architecture

3.1

The BCG prediction market platform is divided into three major levels from top to bottom: the kernel, 
service, and application tiers. 

1）	Kernel	tier	of	blockchain	

The kernel tier provides the foundational blockchain components, including: distributed network, 
smart contract, consensus algorithm, timestamp, encryption technology, Tokens, blockchain browser, 
etc. Blockchain technology stores data on tens of hundred and tens of thousands independent 
computers and lets them collaborate. No single entity can manipulate these computers to tamper 
data and programs. The kernel tier provides the foundational support for operation of the whole 
BCG prediction market system making the innovative platform technology and commerce model 
become a reality.  
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3.1

2）Service	tier

The service tier abstracts the foundational development based on the bottom blockchain 

technology stack. These services include Developer Kit, Oracle state machine interface, trading 

channel, blockchain wallet, etc. All services are open and anyone can easily develop commercial 

prediction applications by using these components without worrying about the complex 

underlying principles of blockchain technology. The future service tier will introduce more 

functions such that the BCG prediction market platform can carry more commercial applications. 

The service tier allows BCG to construct a predictive market ecosystem with rich applications and 

a large number of developers. 

3）Application	tier

(Hard to understand)The application tier is the front-end application of the BCG prediction 

market for users. The application tier encapsulates different application scenarios and cases for 

predicting the market. Besides the officially issued applications, the application tier includes 

different applications developed by third-party developers. Rich applications can satisfy the 

requirements of different customer groups for the prediction market. These applications 

will be applied in the industries such as finance, insurance, information, agriculture, health, 

entertainment, sports, security and lottery. The BCG prediction market open platform will 

implement the applications’ business model by charging transaction fees, selling information 

ads and increasing the Token circulation value. applications by charging the transaction fees, 

selling information ads and improving the Token circulation value.
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Technical solutions 

3.2

1）Blockchain	technologies	

In order to achieve transparent and predictive data BCG uses blockchain technology, this includes 
block-based basic technologies such as P2P transmission, consensus mechanisms, cryptography, 
and distributed storage. Decentralized technologies and theories ensure the security of users’ 
information. This mechanism increases the efficiency of value interactions and reduces costs. 
(Not sure about the meaning of this paragraph. I am incompetent to understand it)
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3.2

2）	Public	chain	technology	

The public chain is fully open and fair. Anyone can participate in trading and data circulation of 
the public chain and execution of the intelligent contracts at any time. The BCG prediction market 
combines the kernel data and trading with the public chain via the public chain technology and 
realizes true openness, fairness and justness and traceable data.

3）		Private	chain	technology	

The so called private chain refers to the blockchain, whose write permission is controlled by an 
organization or institution. All nodes and network environment of the private chain can be fully 
controlled, so it ensures that the private chain is far superior to the public chain in processing 
speed and performance. 

The combination of the efficient performance of private chains, along with the public and fairness 
of public chains, and the intangible features of data as the underlying engine, guarantees superior 
performance and ensures the transparency and fairness of data.

4）		Intelligent	contract	technology	

Smart contracts are computer programs that automatically perform the clauses of a contract. 
Blockchain is considered to be a disruptive technology, mainly because smart contracts can be 
implemented on the blockchain. Once the smart contract starts, it will run automatically on the 
decentralized node without any intervention from its initiator. The smart contract properties 
constitute the technical basis of BCG’s predictive model whereby both the chain and the chain 
are predictable. These features ensure the abandonment of a centralized server from its design 
in favor of a completely decentralize forecast market.
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3.2

5）	Blockchain	browser	

The blockchain browser is a BCG predictive market application data query interface and can 
display Token transaction transfer records, address account balance, prediction share trading 
record and arbitration results according to the application data in the blockchain. All data are 
open and transparent, cannot be tampered, and can be traced. 

6）	Wallet	technology	

The BCG has released an independently developed wallet application. Users can publish predictive 
smart contract trading participation forecasts directly in the wallet application center. The 
prediction reward will be automatically transferred to the user’s wallet address after prediction. 
The BCG wallet can use multiple signature technologies, can make organized groups or a group 
of persons jointly control the funds, and trade via multi-user approval. This feature is used for 
fund security guarantee prior to arbitration of the prediction results.  

7）	Oracle	(information	arbitration)

The so-called Oracle refers to the information release that predicts the events in the market 
after the results are generated. The final results of a prediction event generated by a user will 
be arbitrated by Oracle and trigger the smart contract to automatically calculate the predicted 
return rate and allocate rewards. 

The BCG prediction market implements Oracle by using two methods. One method is based 
on cooperation with a ¿de?centralized authoritative data agency to introduce data sources. 
E.g.: the prediction of the football match, the match results are from official data of FIFA, which 
greatly improves the arbitration efficiency of the event. The other method is based on a voting 
decentralized Oracle. We design a Token-based reward mechanism to encourage more information 
agents to provide BCG with trustworthy arbitration services. 

The BCG service tier provides Oracle with open APIs for developers to use. Developers only need 

to call the interfaces to fully automate the arbitration and clearing of the predictive events they 

have developed.
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Prediction-is-chain and chain-is-
prediction 

3.3
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3.3

The traditional prediction market cannot solve issues such as user trust, cash flow and data 

security due to its centralized architecture. As a result, it has not been able to develop into a 

mainstream product, extensively used by users. Blockchain greatest feature is decentralization. 

A blockchain network is composed of numberless trustworthy nodes that together maintain a 

public account book. A failure of a single node will not lead to a failure of the whole system. 

Data tampering of a single node will not lead to data errors of the public account book in 

the whole network. Each trade shall be confirmed by the whole network node to ensure that 

any organization and individual cannot operate results. In fact, the blockchain technology can 

perfectly solve trust and data inconsistency issues of the prediction market due to centralization. 

The blockchain technology solves the centralization and data inconsistency issue as well as 

calculation of prediction logic processing by using smart contracts. 

If the blockchain is regarded as a “whole-network computer”, a smart contract is regarded as 

a computer program, which can automatically execute the contract clauses on this computer. A 

smart contract is a set of digitally defined commitments and includes the agreement in which 

the contract participants can execute these commitments. Once the smart contract starts, it will 

automatically run without any interference from the initiator. A smart contract is decentralized, 

namely it does not depend on single centralized server, is distributed, and automatically runs via 

the network nodes. These features of smart contracts are a significant foundation for deploying 

the contract on the prediction market. The calculation logic of the prediction engine can be 

implemented via the status machine and the prediction contents will be implemented via the 

contract contents.
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 Evolution of public chain 

3.4
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3.4

The BCG blockchain predictive market will be temporarily unable to publish 
in the form of a public chain because the early deployed nodes and users are 
limited. Early networks are susceptible to attacks, which can affect performance 
and data security. For this reason in the first stage the platform was released 
as a private chain, quickly implement the prediction market application based 
on the blockchain design theory and exhibit its excellence. Once the platform 
has reached certain influence, the private chain will be transformed into a 
network union through an access mechanism and open SDK access to third-
party developers. The network union is supported by an organization, so the 
nodes are more stable whence security and performance can be guaranteed. 
Once more and more third-party developers and users get involved, the BCG 
prediction market will fully evolve into a public network. Anyone will be able to 
participate in trading and data circulation of public networks as well as predicting 
the issuance and execution of contracts at any time. Finally the BCG prediction 
market will eventually use the public network technology to combine kernel 
data and transactions with the public network. Once this is accomplished the 
network will achieve true openness, fairness, and fairness, and that the data will 
be traceable
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4.BCG 
PRODUCTS

The BCG blockchain prediction market is not just a 
whitepaper product. Given that we know that a great vision 
without implementation is meaningless, our team has just 
about transformed this vision into reality after continuous 
efforts. Several products based on the prediction market 
have been released on the BCG prediction and have been 
welcomed by users. 
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Prediction software 

4.1

The prediction software is a front-end interface developed by BCG for users to participate in 

event prediction. Anyone can release its prediction event to the whole network by using the 

prediction software and set a reward to inspire those persons who can share special information. 

Generally the prediction event is designed as a series of problems for future events. Each result 

has its occurrence probability. Total probability of all results is equal to 100%. The probability of 

one result represents the transaction price of this result on the market. If any different opinion is 

proposed, persons buy and sell shares via prediction. Unlike regular questions and answers, the 

market forecast will represent a trading token with real value. This will incentivize prudence when 

it comes to participation, which will result in an accurate prediction of possible future outcomes 

for a determinate event.
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4.1

The real events are diversified in the real world, so the BCG prediction market has developed 

some matched prediction event templates and corresponding Oracle interfaces for several 

industries such as finance, insurance, information, agriculture, entertainment, sports, security and 

lottery. Users can use these standard templates to easily create satisfactory prediction events. Of 

course, relying on official standard templates cannot cover all aspects of the real world. For this 

reason we provide third-party developers with open SDK components, so they can develop more 

customized templates to satisfy requirements of extensive users. 

The prediction software based on the blockchain technology is expected to be officially released 

to the whole network at the end of May, 2018. 
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Game software

4.2

There is a particular relationship between prediction and games. In essence the behavior patterns of 
video game players can be interpreted as predictions of the future. E.g.: for some digital games such 
as Dream sports, football manager, blockchain cat and so on, the players need to collect information, 
analyze data, and predict behaviors of opponents and market trends in order to develop their game 
strategies. 
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4.2

In some sense the prediction market and online games share the same underlying logical structure, 
it is because of it that the BCG team has also released a game engine based on the blockchain 
prediction market and has developed the NonceDice and Crash game products based on this 
engine. These two products prove the value of the prediction market in the game field. In the 
future, more games based on the prediction chain will be released on BCG to further extend the 
value of the prediction market. 

The two BCG’s games NonceDice and Crash have been released and can be accessed via our 

official website (https://bc.game). 
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Blockchain wallet 

4.3

BCG has released an independently developed wallet application and a user can 
publish predictive smart contract trading participation forecasts directly in the 
wallet application center. The prediction reward will be automatically transferred 
to the user’s wallet address after a prediction has been made. The BCG wallet 
can use multiple signature technologies, which allows an organization group or 
group of people to jointly control their funds and conduct a transaction with the 
approval of multiple users. This feature will be used to guarantee the security of 
funds before the outcome of the prediction.
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4.3

BCG wallet is a universal digital wallet supporting multiple currencies, multiple 
bottom and cross-chain transactions. At the moment, the BCG wallet supports 
about 100 digital currencies, which include Ethereum/ERC20, Jingtum (SWTC/
TUM) and Maoc bottom (MOAC/ERC20), and is connected to the EOS, BTC and 
TRX bottom layers.

BCG wallet will connect payments of different applications on the chain, 
encapsulate the technologies to API, provide them to third-party developers, 
and assist more applications to connect the encrypted digital money payment. 

The BCG wallet is currently integrated to its own product game software, chat 
software and prediction software. Users can create and use their own wallets at 
the BCG official network.  
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Chat  IM 

4.4

Prediction is essentially a social behavior, and forecasting the market is an 
application of strong social attributes. People around the world come together 
to share information, exchange ideas, and discuss scenarios about a future event. 
A carrier is required to support social behaviors among users, so we develop the 
instant chat software Fastgram. 
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4.4

Fastgram supports Android, iphone and pc multiple clients. A user can log into 
Fastgram via its mobile number to communicate with friends all over the world. 
Besides the chat function, Fastgram also integrates rich functions such as wallet 
payment, OTC, digital money cashing and candy red envelope. In the future, 
Fastgram will develop into a social network to link users with the blockchain 
world and eventually become the “WeChat” of the blockchain field. 

 The Fastgram chat software has been released and users can log into the official 
website to download and experience it at (https://Fastgram.io) 
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Exchange 

4.5

BCG is developing a digital cryptocurrency exchange, which supports users to 
trade different coins and cash both legal and digital money. The exchange is a 
financial instrument based on the prediction market. This exchange can show the 
predictability and versatility of the market in the financial sector and provided 
crypto currency traders with more accurate risk hedging instruments.
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4.5

For example, people who are optimistic about bitcoin development will buy 
bitcoins from the persons not optimistic about it. The exchange price is the 
forecast of people’s future expected return on this currency. In addition, traders 
can exchange their digital currency to legal currency via the assurer on the BCG 
trade market for hedging and risk hedging purposes. The exchange based on 
the blockchain prediction market will have lower commissions, more convenient 
trading channels, safer fund protection and better dispute arbitration mechanisms 
as compared to traditional exchanges. 

The exchange has already been tested internally and will be released to the 
market in Sep, 2018. 
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Open SDK (Developer Kit)

4.6

The BCG blockchain network provides third-party developers with the open SDK 
at the service tier, including a series of components such as BCG.js, Oracle API, 
BCG DB and wallet API. BCG aims to become the OS on the prediction market and 
is dedicated to the perfection of the bottom technology R&D and constructing 
an ecosystem of platforms, users, and developers that are mutually beneficial.
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4.6

The open platform enables programmers to rapidly develop applications based 
on the blockchain forecasting market at a very low cost to meet the needs of 
various customer groups. And earn tokens of real value through these apps.

The rich applications developed by developers based on the BCG open platform 
will become the bridge between the blockchain network and real world in the 
future. It will truly make the prediction market exist in the lives of the public, 
changing the world! 
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5.BUILDING ON 
BCG
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Financial tool  

5.1

Predictive markets can 
achieve more refined financial 
instruments than existing 
financial derivatives. These 
financial tools can trace the 
share price or commodity 
value. The prediction market 
can bring more exhaustive 
and detailed expression 
modes to the economic 
events and can specifically 
evaluate the value and risks 
at the macro and micro 
economy level. 

E.g.:  when the prediction event “Will the price per Letv share break through 5 
yuan in next five days?” is created, a traditional analyst will establish a model to 
analyze the share price trend according to the latest performance, management 
level performance and financial conditions of the Letv share. The prediction 
market can provide a platform for the persons with special market information 
on Letv to issue their opinions. This reliable information can be aggregated to 
assist the public to accurately predict the share price of Letv. 

You can make a predictive investment by investing in the opposite two outcomes 
to achieve risk hedging in your portfolio. You can develop some financial 
derivatives according to your requirements, such as current forward contracts 
and futures contracts that are common in the financial markets.
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 Sports betting

5.2

The global online sports betting is a huge market. The amount of betting in the 
regulated market at least reaches several billion USD. Some estimations show 
that the total amount of betting in the unregulated market is 10 times that in 
the regulated market. The annual revenue of companies such as William Hill can 
exceed one billion yuan. The development cost of the traditional sports betting 
products is high and the users are charged high taxes, making it difficult to 
provide an open, transparent and trustworthy market environment. The users 
will face additional risks such as fund stealing, system failure, and operator’s 
contract breaking due to centralized services. 

The innovations brought by BCG aim to solve these problems. Its design based 
on blockchain technology can make sports prediction event fully fair, open, 
transparent and with untampered data, with funds secured via smart contract 
management. The BCG prediction market develops a dedicated template for 
sport competitions. Football fans can easily create prediction events for their 
favorite matches and exchange their opinions with other fans and friends for 
entertainment. 
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 Insurance and hedging tool 

5.3

Predictive markets with the high liquidity can accurately evaluate and predict the 
likelihood of future events and can hedge the risks. The prediction market can be 
used to estimate occurrence probability of tan insuring event, and even replace 
the precise model of experts. 

E.g.: The agricultural producers can create a prediction issue “will there be a 
drought in the region next year?” or “Will the prices of the breeding pigs be 
less than 10 yuan/500g this year?” The prediction market will provide them with 
reliable and low-cost prediction results. If the agricultural producers participate 
in the prediction market, the prediction market can assist them to hedge possible 
disaster and reduce economic losses. The risk measurement is crowdsourced in 
this example, so it can create a new knowledge cashing channel for participants 
of valuable information. 
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Information collection 

5.4

Generally the public collect information and data via questionnaires, paid data 
exchange and data mining. These information acquisition channels are costly and 
their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. They can also generate a lot of information 
noise and generally require more complex secondary data processing. The market-
based real Token incentive mechanism of the blockchain predictive market and 
the indispensability of decentralized data decodification allow more participants 
to be motivated and to enthusiastically use their free time to invest information. 
If each person can provide some information in their free time, this information 
will be accumulated creating a powerful sharing information resource. The longer 
the forecast market runs and the bigger the number of participants, the more 
accurate the prediction results will be. 
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5.5

Decisions are the core of all management models. All organizations must decide 
what policies to implement in order to optimize their future. E.g.: As early as 
2005, Google have already started using the largest company’s internal market 
forecasting so far. Google encourages its employees to bet on the company’s 
internal forecasting market, and use forecasted market performance to predict 
future events. Plenty of Google decisions, from product release to the opening of 
a new office, have been made from the company’s internal forecasting market.

This example prove that the prediction market shows its capability as the 
most efficient information aggregation tool in the management decision of an 
organization. The prediction market provides a channel for internal members 
inside an organization to issues their opinions, so it can reduce the overhead of 
the bureaucratism and extremely optimize and improve the operation efficiency 
of an organization. 

Management decision 
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Authenticity certification 

5.6

The prediction market can be used to certify the price authenticity of the artwork 
and antiques as well as to evaluate their value. One typical potential application 
scenario is prediction of the valuation before the artwork is auctioned. The 
auction house can evaluate the authenticity, starting auction price and seller’s 
bail of the artwork via a low cost by using the crowd wisdom, so it can save 
millions of appraisal and evaluation costs and get more accurate and trustworthy 
certification results.  
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6. BUSINESS 
MODEL 
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Ads sale 

6.1

A user issues the prediction event to allow more people to participate in the collection 
of accurate results. The developers develop applications to get more users and 
increase the revenue. They expect advertising and marketing. The BCG platform 
provides users and developers with paid promotion services via advertising modes 
such as CPS/CPS and PPC. 
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Commission

6.2

In essence, the users participate in the prediction event by buying the share 
warrants on the BCG prediction market. The platform will charge a commission 
for each user transaction. The commission subtracted by the developer profits is 
the income of the platform.  
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Growth of Token value 

6.3

The BCG blockchain prediction platform will issue their Token “BCG”. BCG will be 
used as the main currency in circulation and commission deduction for forecasting 
event transactions. The more users enter the prediction market, and the more 
frequent prediction applications are used, the demand and consumption of BCG 
will increase, so the BCG token traders will get profits. 
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7.USE OF BCG 
TOKEN 
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7.1

 Participate in platform 

Users holding the BCG Token are the shareholders of the BCG prediction market. 
The BCG platform will issue bonus to the token holders every quarter. BCG 
tokens will be bought back by using 50% of quarterly profits every quarter. The 
repurchased BCG will be airdropped to BCG Token holders according to the 
percentage of the amount held. By repurchasing BCG on a quarterly basis, we 
will reduce the supply of BCG circulating in the market, thus pushing up the BCG 
unit price to ensure investors profit.
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Voting right  

7.2

The BCG Token holders will have a corresponding voting weight percentage in 
proportion to the amount of tokens hold and can participate in decisions such 
as future strategic development plans of the platform, product release plan and 
selection of new online platform tokens.
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Use as the application 

7.3

The BCG Token can be used as circulating currency on the BCG prediction market 
and direct consumption and enjoyment the platform-related privileges. 
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8.DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN 
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8.0

The whitepaper were released on the website.
Oct, 2017 

BCG’s “NonceDice” game product launched on the 
BCG prediction market.

Dec, 2017 

“BCG” Token officially issued on the BCG prediction 
market 

Jan, 2018 

Wallet application put into operation on the BCG 
prediction market

Jan, 2018 

The Apple and Android version of the instant chat software 
Fastgram were presented on the BCG prediction market 

Mon, 2018
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The game product “CRASH” was presented on the BCG 
prediction market.  

Apr, 2018 

The prediction software was put into operation and the 
World Cup guess event was presented. 

May, 2018 

The BCG Tokens were put into operation at the mainstream 
exchanges in Japan, America and Singapore. 

Jun, 2018 

The online lottery license was applied in Singapore and 
Malta.

Jul, 2018 

Coin currency trading market was put into operation. 

Aug, 2018 

The joint operation copartner application was open. 

Oct, 2018 

SDK was open and more developers and high-quality 
DAPP were introduced

2019
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9. RELEASE 
PLANNING OF 
BCG TOKEN
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9.1

 Introduction to Token

BCG Token, through public issuing, raise the ETH required for continuous research 
and development, excellent talent recruitment, fine operation, and marketing.
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Release Planning

9.2

There will never be more than 2 billion BCG tokens. Among these, 40 percent, 
that is 0.8 billion will be used for this Token issue.

This Token issue only accommodates ETH, and the total raising target is 8000 
ETH.

The BCG Token is priced at 1ETH = 100000 BCG Tokens.

After this successful launch, the BCG Token will be launched at mainstream 
international exchanges in May 2018. The official is developing their own trading 
wallets.
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Distribution of Token

9.3

Issued Token: 40%

Development and operation team: 25%.

Partners: 20%

Platform development fund: 15% (if there is a need to raise funds later, the 
community votes should be held before implementation.)
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9.4

Use of Funding

1）1)	Platform	product	development:	20%

BCG development team are continuously 

improving the product to better user experience, 

and developing new dapps, to improve the related 

technical scheme and SDK of the dapp joint 

operation. Global recruitment of excellent talents 

is progressing to participate in the platform 

construction.

2）Capital	investment:	20%

The excellent products and teams of investment 
blockchain industry establish the industry leading 
edge for BCG blockchain joint operation platform.

3）Global	Operation:	22%

Recruiting partners globally. At the early stage of the platform construction, the partners are 
mostly users who are familiar with or interest in the blockchain field. Currently, we will continuously 
improve the operation system to let more people participate in the development of the platform 
to create a mature ecosystem.

4）Market	Promotion:	38%

Implementing the market promotion activities worldwide to promote platform awareness and 
deliver the related products and services of the platform to target players, so as to quickly open 
the market.
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X. TEAM AND 
PARTNERS 
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10.1

Kernel team 

CEO：Carlos Xie
He studied in Japan and started to learn about blockchain-related technologies 
in 2013. He has led, participated in and designed multiple blockchain projects, 
deeply understands the blockchain technologies and application scenarios, and 
has contributed over 5000 rows of blockchain kernel codes in GITHUB.

COO: David Zhang
He acted as the operation director in Kingsoft and has over 10 years of experience 
in online game development and operation. He has managed games with more 
than 10 million active players on one day and more than 100 million yuan monthly 
game turnover. 

CMO:	Cheryl	Liu	(Canada)
She is a continuous entrepreneur, CEO of America and Canada k-12 education 
training agency, COO of Microinn in the North America and Century 21 gold medal 
sales of global top 500 companies. She has ten years of Internet operation and 
promotion experience, is the moderator of the forums with 1 million registered 
IDs. She has rich media and industry resources in the digital currency field, and 
was invited as honorary member of the blockchain alliance in North Texas.
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Chief	technical	advisor:	Jeffrey	Chen	
He is a senior full-stack software engineer and project director of inTelesystems, 
with more than 5 years of experience in .NET software development in the Internet 
industry. He has participated in and led development, frontend and backend 
architecture design of multiple enterprise-class software. He is proficient in 
frontend and backend technologies, deeply understands development of the 
mobile products, has rich experiences in technical marketing promotion and 
social media promotion for the large-size and medium-size enterprises in the 
North America. 

10.1

Chief	technical	advisor:	Pang	Zhibiao	
Pan Zhibiao is the CEO of Tangpool Technology, former head of BTC.com and 
previous chief technology officer and co-founder of Bitfund.pe. He is a respected 
technical expert in the bitcoin industry in China, chief technical advisor of the 
Bitfund.pe and technical advisor of the major bitcoin exchanges and websites in 
China. He has performed as big data manager in large Internet companies such 
as Baidu and Dangdang, and has conducted in-depth research on Bitcoin source 
code technology. 

Chief	technical	advisor:	Bob	Wood	
Bob Wood (America) is the Nexxus founder and CEO, and has cooperated 
with Bill Gates’ Microsoft and Ross Pete’s Electronic Data Systems. He 
founded Pinnacle Institute, which has more than 30 sales agencies. He was 
the founder of a $200 million e-commerce company, mainly the first Internet 
product search engine, the predecessor of Google, Amazon and eBay. Bob 
Wood wrote the “Redesign of Software Development” blue paper, has 
designed and built the key technology architecture for distributed systems 
for a number of “Fortune 500” companies. He has participated in the 
development of three cryptocurrencies since the beginning of 2014. As an 
industry analyst, researcher, consumer advocator and industry supervisor, he 
has published countless articles and given global presentations to educate 
the public on blockchain technologies, legally encrypted coins and privacy 
fraud risks. His personal website is: http://whoisbobwood.com/.
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10.1

Chief	financial	officer:	Rachel	Chen	
She has a master degree in accounting from the University of Texas at Dallas, is 
a senior certified public accountant (CPA) and certified management accountant 
(CMA), has the experiences in the senior financial analyst for about 10 years. She 
is proficient in financial data analysis, accounting standards, economy law and 
tax law, and other related fields. She has deeply studied the business model of 
the blockchain project and the management of digital currency market value. 

Business	director:	Zhao	Yi
He is an early entrepreneur in the blockchain industry, has the Internet operation 
and promotion experiences for several years,  has rich experiences in business 
operation, blockchain project image building and management, grasps rich 
professional knowledge, and has stronger capabilities of negotiation and 
communication. 
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Expert advisor 

10.2

Investment	management:	Huang	Jian
A well-known master in the bitcoin industry. He is the founder of the Singapore 
Blockchain Investment Fund ChinaVC, and the cornerstone investor of the BCG 
prediction market. 

Technical	expert:	Dr.	Derrick	Cerwinsky	
He holds a Ph.D. degree in mathematics and applied mathematics from the 
University of Wyoming, is the copartner of Big Data Master. He is a data scientist 
and cryptography expert dedicated to big data and blockchain technology. Has 
was once a research partner with world-class mathematician giant Craig Douglas.

Technical	expert:	Dr.	James	Leo	(America)
He holds a PhD degree in applied mathematics from Virginia Tech, specializing in 
matrix analysis and data mining. He has deep experience in software development, 
machine learning and AI. He began to engage in digital cryptocurrency and 
blockchain research back in 2016, and specializes in the application of blockchain 
application in games. 
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10.2

Legal	advisor:	Victo	Zheng	(America)
A well-known lawyer, he acts as the associate director of the Ruide Law Firm. 
He graduated from Transportation Institute of Wuhan University of Technology 
and specializes in civil, commercial and company law. He has received a number 
of honors and has extensive work experience. He joined the bitcoin industry at 
home and abroad as the investor in 2014. Later he conducted in-depth research 
on cryptocurrency related policies, and national laws and regulations. He has 
acted as a legal advisor for multiple foreign and domestic enterprises and digital 
currency investment institutions and individuals. 

Game	technical	consultant:	Phillip	
Duran	(America)
He is a material science engineer, is a crazy Internet game and eSports lover. He 
has led his game team to participate in multiple international game matches 
and international game conferences. He has served as judge for North America 
QuakeCon contest and PAX EAST contest 
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10.3
Cornerstone investment 
agency 
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11. DECLAIMER 
AND RISK 
DISCLOSURE
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Disclaimer

11.1

This document is only used for conveying information, not concerned with transactions of BCG 
Token. And no readers should view this document as financial advice or an invitation to purchase 
any securities, nor a contract or promise of any form. All clients who participate in the releasing 
plan of the BC.GAME Token and purchase the BC.GAME Token conduct the transactions based 
on their own understanding of the BC.GAME Project and are willing to undertake all related 
consequences.  BC.GAME platform unequivocally states that it will not be responsible for the loss 
of any client who has joined the BC.GAME project.  
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Risk Disclosure

11.2

1）1)	Laws	and	Regulations,	Management	Risk

Technologies related with blockchain are supervised and managed by supervision departments 
all over the world. The BC.GAME Token maybe under one or several regulations and restrictions, 
including but not limited to the limitation to use or possess digital currencies like the BCG Token. 
These regulations may retard or limit the function and release of the BCG Token.

The BCG Token may violate the local laws and regulations during the process of collecting funds 
and conducting business, causing inability to continue operations. 

2)	Market	Risk

 Market Risk means that BC.GAME may not be adopted by the market, or that the users are too 
few to support the maintenance of the BC.GAME platform operation and as a consequence earn 
little profit. 

It is expected that BC.GAME will not be welcomed, popularized or widely used in the short term. 
In the worst case scenario, BC.GAME could be marginalized by the mainstream for a long period 
of time and attract only a few players.  

3）Technical	Risk

     BCG is still in development stage and will face vital problems of underlying technology due 
to the technological complexity of the product system. This will result in the failure of realizing 
the intended functions of BC.GAME and possible tampering or loss of critical information. In the 
case of the occurrence of a technical mistake, the availability, stability or security of the BC.GAME 
platform will be harm. This could result in a negative influence for the BCG Token. 

4）Funding	Risk

     Funding risk means there is a huge loss of the project funds. For example, funds are stolen 
or lost so that the reserve fund is largely depreciated. Although the BC.GAME adopts the most 
industry-leading technologies to protect the security of the collected funds, some forms of 
hacktivism cannot be totally block and prevented. 
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www.bcgchain.com

Thank you 

BCG
Prediction Markets

More information of the latest development of the BCG project and the 
releasing process of Token, Please Join the Telegram Group:

https://t.me/joinchat/FW_XexKGjdw7JspgyRgdoA
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